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INTRODUCTION

• Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA)

• Serious common pathologic abnormality

• Men >65yrs prev 7.7% → 8.9% >74yrs

• AAA diameter → rupture rate 

• Threshold 50-55 mm or growth >10mm/yr

• Model may be insufficient in small AAA 

• prediction of rapid growth 

• context of heterogeneous population 



INTRO

• Volumetric analysis→ promising technique

• Morphologic changes that do not change maximal diameter

• Combined with functional analyis of vascular flow

• Computational fluid dynamics: 

• Pressure parameters

• Shear stress-derived parameters

• Purpose of study: identify volumetric and computational 

fluid dynamics parameters to define parameters to identify 

AAAs that are most likely to increase in size 



M AND M 

• Two university hospitals 

• Referred to vascular surgery → inclusion 

• Not included if:  

• acute aortic disease symptoms

• aortic dissection 

• previous procedures 

• pregnancy 

• contraindication to contrast material-enhanced CT 

• incomplete CT imaging study 

• insufficient image quality 



M AND M 

CT Imaging 

• Two CT examinations

• Interval of 1 yr

• CT scanner of 2 x 32 or 64 detector row 

• All contrast enhanced 

• 100 mL of iodinated contrast material 

• Scanned from base of neck to ischium 







M AND M 

Statistical Analysis 

• P value < .05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference 

1) Derivation cohort (n=50) probability of progression 

• Threshold for volume progression >10 mL to classify patients (stable or progression 
groups) 

2) Validation cohort (n=31) 

3) Subanalysis of all aneurysms smaller than 50 mm (small aneurysm cohort) 



RESULTS

• Prospective registry of infrarenal AAA included 331 patients 

• Referral to surgical intervention n=205, not included 

• Final group of 81 patients 

• Mean maximal diameter was larger in validation cohort 

• Intermittent claudication prevalence and ever-smoker status 

statistically different between groups (only values) 



RESULTS

Derivation Cohort 

• AAA stable in 30 patients and progressed in 20 patients 

• Mean variation of volume was 21 mL in progression group vs 3 mL in stable group 

• No difference between progression and stable groups for mean maximal diameter 





RESULTS

Validation Cohort

• AAA stable in 14 patients and progressed in 17 (total 31) 

patients 

• No difference between proposed and classical model 

Small Aneurysm Cohort 

• Smaller than 50 mm at baseline (n=52)

• This model provided (in this group) statistically better AUC 

(area under the receiver operating characteristic curve) than 

maximal diameter





DISCUSSION

Population-wide screening programs 

→ Increased detection rates of small AAAs 

→ development of different prognostic tools 

→ assessment of progression risk of AAA



DISCUSSION

Significant correlation (→AAA growth at 1 yr): 

• greater lumen volumen - prothrombotic factor 

(greater surface of interaction between blood and 

pathologic aortic wall) 

• lower shear stress - correlated with aneurysmal 

growth 

• High WSS values → protective role from aneurysmal 

growth (antithrombotic factor)

• blood flow-induced mechanical degradation of intraluminal 

thrombus

• Better AUC and prognostic
characteristics than if using
maximal diameter alone (AAAs
<50 mm maximal diameter) 

• AUC:          0.79 vs         0.53

• Useful model in early AAAs

• Strength of model combining 
morphologic and functional 
parameters with antagonistic 
actions 





DISCUSSION

• Better AUC and prognostic characteristics than if using

maximal diameter alone (AAAs <50 mm maximal diameter) 

• AUC:          0.79 vs         0.53

• Useful model in early AAAs



CONCLUSION

• High wall shear stress within aneurysm 
→ protective factor regarding growth rate 

• Increased lumen volume correlated with 
aneurysmal volumetric growth 

• Model integrating these two antagonistic factors 
→ better prognostic values for assessing AAAs 
progression risk than maximal diameter alone, 
especially when <50mm
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